
Notes on Possession Style: Jacob Daniel 

Positional roles:  Keeper, back line, defensive midfielder, wings 

 

Keeper 

1. Pass, don’t punt!  (Punts are useful in limited circumstances.) 

2. Be ready for the back pass to switch point of attack 

 

Back line 

1. On transition, must switch from compact (defensive) shape to expanded (attacking) shape that 

spreads the field 

2. Gain time to transition via back pass to keeper 

3. If transition starts in midfield (and cannot advance), gain time for transition by dropping back 

into space and switching point of attack 

 

Defensive midfield 

1. Always available in support – stay a little detached from the action 

2. Stay ‘under ball’ and direct switch of point of attack 

3. Opportunity to make scoring runs in the attacking third 

 

Wide attackers 

1. Use the width of the field – be available as the outlet 

2. Face the field! 

3. Slide back if needed, run to space if available 

4. Try to draw defenders to the outside to leave splits / seams to attack 

 

If opposing forward press forward, look for long ball or diagonal pass to the wings, where space is likely 

to open up (left behind by pressing forward). 

 

Situational:  Throw-ins, from the goal line 

 

In both situations, you start with ‘100% possession’ – don’t do things that turn that 100% into a 50-50 

situation (e.g., minimize punting!). 

 

Throw-ins 

1. Look for opportunities to switch the point of attack – defenders tend to overload the throw-in 

side 

2. Use throw-in plus drop back to create space for switch 

3. Those down-the-line throw-ins may turn the ball over in a safer place, but why turn the ball over 

in the first place?  Use only  when available… 

 

 



Goal kicks 

1. Don’t punt! 

2. Move all 11 into defensive half and ‘build from the back’ – it’s hard for opponent to outnumber 

you so someone should be available 

3. Bring wings back if necessary to clear wide 

4. Use pass back to keeper to switch point of attack 

5. If opponent presses forward and over-commits, may open up long pass / quick counter-attack 

 

Development 

1. 6 v. 6 

a. use 3 in back to get width, geometry, and basics of movement for possession play in 

later years 

b. advantage of numbers in defensive third to support easy switching of point of attack 

2. 8 v. 8 

a. Keep 3 in back 

b. Introduce defensive midfield 

3. Overall 

a. Try to get basics of shape and movements even in the early years 

b. Allow trial an error to encourage creativity, learning what works 

c. Use opponents movements against them (learn to move quickly away from pressure, 

take advantage of opponents losing shape, etc.) 

d. Try to be clear about the roles of each position 

e. Teach focus on high priorities, not details, to help players internalize system and avoid 

reverting to bad habits under pressure 

 

  



Player-Centered Training:  Gary Allen 

Favorite organizing metaphor 

1. Avoid the ‘trees’ (opponents) 

2. Find the ‘meadows’ (open space) 

3. Run through the ‘doors’ as they open (seams that appear as opponents lose shape to cover runs 

to the meadows) (sort of breaks down the metaphor, but we’ll let it slide…) 

 

Emphasis on players positioning themselves to see as much of the field as possible 

Use lots of talk to alert teammates about things they can’t see 

 

Setup: two groups of 4 in middle of a rectangle (each with a ball), 4 players around edges 

1. Dribble and pass (to anyone) – the  ball never stops! 

2. Add:  move the ball 10 ft. (5 ft.?) on first touch 

3. Go to 1 ball, competition:  complete 5 passes to score (edge players on both teams) 

4. Add end zone regions – point for complete pass in-out to teammate in the end zone 

 

  



Improvisation in Attack:  Doug Williamson 

 

Overall idea:  set up problems for players to solve and let then figure out solutions (with a few coaching 

points as needed to reinforce discoveries or help players when they’re stuck) 

 

Basic moves:  setup diamond with cones, two lines on opposite sides, each with a ball 

1. Dribble toward cones fake left, go right with outside of foot (both lines simultaneously) – switch 

feet (fake right, go left) 

2. Same with scissors – keep scissors sweep low, in front of (not over the top of) the ball 

3. Sweep from outside in, push out with outside of foot, then pull back with same foot to switch 

direction 

4. Change direction at diamond:  cut back, step-over, etc. 

5. In all cases, emphasize the need to sell the fake! 

 

One v. one games:  stresses creativity in attack, individual defense, transition from attack to defense; 

change scale and geometry to keep things competitive 

1. Square setup, red team has lines on one set of opposing sides, blue team has lines on the other 

set of opposing sides. 

 

                                                         Red 

                                         X                                 X 

                     Blue                                                                 blue 

                                         X                                 X 

                                                         Red 

a. Attacker tries to cross the box to score; if scores, attacker comes from the other side 

and defender stays on 

b. If defender wins, next player on defender team attacks, and losing attacker must 

transition to defense 

2. Two goals side-by-side separated by some distance, each goal has a front line marked out.  

Attacker must shoot from within the front line.  If defender wins, plays back to team and 

attacker must become defender. 

 

                                                      Attacker 

 

                                                     Defender 

 

 

                    X              X                                          X                X                  front lines 

 

                    O             O                                          O               O                goals 

 



a. Good stuff – attacker can fake to one goal and go to another – when and where do you 

commit? 

b. Attacker must become a defender quickly – transition 

3. Same game, but with goals on opposite sides of field.  Each attacker switches to defense as 

other team begins attack (next attack begins when previous attack crosses the end line). 

4. Lateral one v. one.  Setup:  red and blue teams line up, side-by-side, goals side-by-side with 

space and halfway line in between. 

                                                                                halfway 

Blue line                                                                     | 

Red line                                                                      | 

                                              O        O                                         O      O   goals 

 

Release ball; blue must pass behind red to get after the ball;  to score on left goal, must pass 

halfway line first.  Blue goals count as 2.  Each team plays on both lines. 

 

Moving to two v. two to add strategy… 

 

1. Setup:  two v. two, four goals (two on each end line).  Whichever end line the ball goes out, that 

is where the next two come in.  Shooter must touch the goal before transitioning to defend. 

a. While shooter is touching goal and rushing back to defend, attackers have brief period 

of 2 v. 1 advantage! 

 

Higher numbers… 

 

1. Setup:  two goals on each endline, opposing teams on endlines.  Call number (>= 2) of attackers 

(N), defenders get N-1 

a. How to attack numbers up 

b. How to set up counter-attack 

2. Setup:  3 attackers v. 2 defenders, with one goal and keeper.  Save switches attacking and 

defending teams; keeper starts by clearing to new attacking team.  If defenders take away, they 

pass to keeper, and sides switch as in save. 

 

 

 

 


